
Board of Regents <bor@hawaii.edu>

Fwd: Letter to Editor West Hawaii Today

Jonathan A. Kemp <jakemp@startouch.net> Wed, Apr 15, 2015 at 3:34 PM
To: bor@hawaii.edu

U of Hawaii Board of Regents, Aloha,

FYI I've sent the attached letter to the Editor of West Hawaii Today. People tell me that it's been put up on Facebook
too.

You and the People of Hawaii Island should be aware of the military application of the TMT. Please look into it. To
protect the life of the Land and the People, the military applications of TMT should be discussed; and, if built, it must
be well defended and not part of the normal USA Mutually Assured Destruction (M.A.D.) Doctrine; unless, you're
planning the destruction of Hawaii!

Obviously, the environmental consequences of either military offense or defense would impact Hawaii Island, but have
you taken that into your planning consideration? And, the cost to defend TMT from attack?

Is the Mauna Kea Science Reserve morphing by use into a Military Science Reserve?

Ahuiho,
Jonathan A. Kemp
Political and Aerospace Scientist
USAF Nuclear Officer Veteran
77-412 Hoomaluhia Place
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
808-937-0789
jakemp@startiouch.net
www.alohanation.com

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:        Letter to Editor West Hawaii Today
Date:   Sat, 11 Apr 2015 17:45:14 -1000
From:   Jonathan A. Kemp <jakemp@startouch.net>
To:     wht <wht@aloha.net>

Letter to Editor West Hawaii Today

Hidden Truth: Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT)

Opposition to the Mauna Kea Hawaii TMT based on common complaints like
sacred ground, water quality, size, or limiting more scopes do not
consider the hidden agenda of the TMT project.

After the defeat of the proposed space launch at South Point Hawaii
Island in the 1990’s, the Star Warriors changed their tactics. A Dr.
Marsden and others promoted propaganda regarding the danger of Earth
being struck by an asteroid. That began a decade of effort to track and
devise a way to divert or destroy asteroids.
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The U of Hawaii TMT is a wide angle telescope promoted to detect near
Earth objects like asteroids.

Today’s hidden agenda is that the money ($) for the project comes from
the US Dept. of Defense. They plan to use TMT to track
inter-continental-ballistic-missiles (ICBM’s), warheads, decoys, etc!

TMT will be the first military use of the Mauna Kea Summit Science Zone.

TMT will make the Island of Hawaii a very Prime Target. Given the US
Doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD), Hawaii Island will be
almost defenseless and wide open for attack of TMT.

An attack on TMT would likely be by one atomic or Neutron bomb over
Mauna Kea which, depending on size, type or yield, could destroy
electrical circuits and/or all life island-wide in a millisecond.

Jonathan Kemp jakemp@startouch.net <mailto:jakemp@startouch.net>

77-412 Hoomaluhia Place, Kailua Kona, Hi 96740, 808-937-0789
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Letter to Editor West Hawaii Today 

Hidden Truth: Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) 

Opposition to the TMT based on common complaints like sacred ground, water quality, size, or limiting 
more scopes does not consider the hidden agenda of the TMT project. 

After the defeat of the proposed space launch at South Point Hawaii Island in the 1990’s, the Star 
Warriors changed their tactics. A Dr. Marsden and others promoted propaganda regarding the danger of 
Earth being struck by an asteroid. That began a decade of effort to track and devise a way to divert or 
destroy asteroids. 

The U of Hawaii TMT is a wide angle telescope promoted to detect near Earth objects like asteroids.  

Today’s hidden agenda is that the money ($) for the project comes from the US Dept. of Defense. They 
plan to use TMT to track inter-continental-ballistic-missiles  (ICBM’s), warheads, decoys, etc! 

TMT will be the first military use of the Science Zone. 

TMT will make the Island of Hawaii a very Prime Target. Given the US Doctrine of Mutually Assured 
Destruction (MAD), Hawaii Island will be almost defenseless and wide open for attack of TMT.   

An attack on TMT could likely be by one atomic or Neutron bomb over Mauna Kea which, depending on 
size, type or yield, could destroy electrical circuits and/or all life island-wide in a millisecond.  

Jonathan Kemp jakemp@startouch.net 

77-412 Hoomaluhia Place, Kailua Kona, Hi 96740, 808-937-0789 
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